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1 Description of the project

1.1 General context

The modern society is based on the development of automated services that allow frequent and fast access,
transformation, and storage of data. These services must be reliable and performant in the same time,
which is a real challenge. Such services are insured by applications running over large scale networks.
These applications use distributed implementations of abstract data structures allowing to manipulate
data through abstract operations such as add, remove, increment, decrement, et). In fact, in order
to ensure the availability and low latency, data are duplicated in several remote sites. Operations are
executed locally, and updates are propagated to other sites through the network. Therefore, updates are
in general not visible to all sites in the same time, and when they become visible, they are not necessarily
visible to them in the same order. This leads to complex consistency issues that makes extremely hard
to reason about the behaviours of such distributed data structures, and about the functional correctness
of their clients (i.e., the applications using them).

Several correctness criteria of libraries implementing distributed data structures have been defined.
These correctness criteria correspond to different levels of consistency guaranteed by these libraries to
their clients. In fact, it can be shown that in the distributed setting, strong consistency (where all duplicas
are always consistent) cannot be ensured in general, and only weaker consistency criteria, where duplicas
are allowed to diverge momentarily under some conditions, can be guaranteed. Therefore, two important
questions can be considered:

• Given a library implementing an abstract data structure, is this implementation robust against
changes in the assumptions about the underlying execution platform, which means that the set
of visible behaviours of this data structure is insensitive to degradations of the guarantees of the
network (such as message reordering, message losses, etc.).

• Given the implementation of an application that is using an abstract data structure, is the functional
correction of this application robust against relaxations of the consistency model guaranteed by the
used libraries of distributed data structures.
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1.2 Goal

The goal of this project is to investigate the decidability and the complexity of the two problems defined
above for typical correctness criteria. An approach to tackle these problems is to investigate first their
reduction to state reachability problems, and then, to determine conditions under which these state
reachability problems can be solved.
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1.4 Background

A solid background in theoretical aspects of computer science is required. Candidates must have or be
ready to develop skills in topics such as formal verification, concurrency, automata, algorithms, complex-
ity, computability.
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